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Editorial
Does the Stress Inherent to Laboratory Life and
Experimentation on Animals Adversely Affect Research
Data?
Jarrod Bailey
Stress and distress in laboratory animals is often inherent and unavoidable.
The effect of these factors on the reliability and relevance of experimental data
is not sufficiently appreciated. Greater awareness, debate and discussion of this issue
are urgently required

Stress and distress — widely acknowledged to be
difficult to accurately define and distinguish — are
phenomena common to many species in the form of
“physical, mental, or emotional strain or tension”,
or “a condition or feeling experienced when a person [or non-human animal] perceives that
demands exceed the personal and social resources
the individual is able to mobilize.”1 As the
American Institute of Stress says (and it should
know), “…all of our experimental and clinical
research confirms that the sense of having little or
no control is always distressful — and that’s what
stress is all about.”1
It cannot seriously be denied that “having little
or no control” is an aspect of life for animals in laboratories; and so, it therefore follows, are stress
and distress. Indeed, stress and distress have been
documented and investigated in many diverse
species, and can lead to depression, anxiety, and
altered and sometimes harmful physiological
responses.2 Members of the animal welfare and
protection communities have, understandably and
correctly, questioned whether enough is being done
to understand the concept of stress and distress, to
mitigate their effects and consequences by improving the welfare of the animals involved, and to
account for any remaining effects in the interpretation of experimental data and results. Are data
from stressed and distressed animals in laboratories comparable and relevant to less stressed members of the same species, such as those living in the
wild? What about the relevance of the data to the
‘typical’ human being, who is supposed to benefit
from research that utilises stressed and distressed
animals?
There is compelling evidence that life in a laboratory for an animal, perhaps particularly one
which undergoes invasive procedures, is inherently and unavoidably stressful.3 Not only is there
“little or no control” or agency, but also many natural behaviours are precluded, such as foraging,

hiding, nesting/building, escaping, and exploring.
In addition, the animals are subjected to procedures, interventions and environments that they
would normally avoid, such as transportation,
restraint, gavage, blood draws, even simple handling and weighing, general poor housing conditions, anaesthesia, and, for them, unusual food and
water availability. They also experience other negative environmental factors, such as artificial
noise, odours, temperature and light levels, sudden
changes in noise level, social crowing and/or isolation, cage changing or cleaning, observation of procedures on, or killing of, other animals.
All of this naturally has serious welfare implications. Much like excessive psychological stress in
humans may lead to an array of altered/longerterm adverse behavioural states such as PTSD,
anxiety and depression, this is also evidenced in
non-human species, often in the form of stereotypies. These are abnormal behaviours manifesting as
repetitive, invariant behaviour patterns with no
obvious goal or function, or even self-harm.4
Efforts that are made to mitigate stressors and
their consequences are, of course, necessary and welcome. Whether this is acceptably successful and sufficient from a welfare perspective, however, is
debatable, but this is not the main issue of this
Editorial. There are also scientific implications.
While these confounding issues are acknowledged in
some quarters — for instance, handling stress is
accepted as a source of “unexplained variation
within and between animal studies”, as it influences
“both the behaviour and physiology of animals”,5,6
and relatively poor caging conditions “may contribute to problems in translating murine research
into human studies”7 — it is also accepted by some
that they are widely under-appreciated, and, it could
be argued, under-researched. If this is the case, then
the harm–benefit balance on which animal experiments are predicated is tipped against their validity
from both sides. As a result, the harm to the animals
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involved is greater than acknowledged, and the benefits to humans can only be less than speculated.
While direct evidence showing the confounding
effects of stress/distress on experimental data may
be relatively scant, it should not be inferred (as it is
by some) that they do not exist, or that they are not
an important issue. There are plentiful data on the
biological mechanisms of stress, showing how direct
physiological sequelae must, undeniably, exert comprehensive and wide-ranging confounding effects.
Briefly: neuroendocrine changes are elicited via multiple fundamental biological networks; elevated
serum ‘stress hormones’ (cortisol/corticosterone, or
‘CORT’), heart rate, blood pressure and other hormones are associated with stereotypies; these in
turn are linked with adverse physiological effects,
including increased risk of disease and onset and
exacerbation of a range of somatic disorders. This
seems obvious when one considers that human
symptoms of stress include anger, depression, anxiety, behavioural changes, food cravings, lack of
appetite, frequent crying, difficulty sleeping, tiredness, lack of concentration, chest pains, constipation,
diarrhoea, cramps and muscle spasms, dizziness,
fainting, nervous twitches, restlessness, sexual dysfunctions, breathlessness, and a host of diseases and
illnesses believed to have an associated psychogenic
(as well as physiological) cause that either actually
leads to the disease, accelerates the disease process,
or intensifies it symptoms.
The biological mechanisms associated with the
above are powerful, and include changes in gene regulation and expression, with consequences for
immune function, central nervous system pathology,
cardiovascular perturbations, and more. Effects in
animals include: altered brain development, structure, function and physiology; psychopathologies
and mental illnesses; cardiovascular diseases;
autoimmune disorders; general disease susceptibility; various cancers; GI disorders; multiple sclerosis;
inflammatory bowel disease; type 2 diabetes; osteoporosis; and arthritis.
Some may argue that such effects are mitigated
via habituation and/or desensitisation of the animals
subjected to laboratory and research stressors.
While there is evidence that this might be the case
to some degree and in some circumstances, there is
also substantial evidence to the contrary — i.e. that
stress may become worse due to repeat exposures;
that habituation/desensitisation applies to only
some types of stressor and not others; that while
some indicators of stress may decrease, others do
not, confounding the issue; and so on (see various
examples7–13).
Other confounding factors may include prenatal
and/or early-life stress, as experienced by animals
conceived, born and reared in breeding centres and
laboratories. These animals will be subjected to disturbed neuroendocrine function leading to, for example, altered/compromised brain development and
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behavioural abnormalities, modulated and/or compromised immune function.14 Transgenerational
effects of maternal stress are also an issue — it
appears that the offspring (not limited to the first
generation) of stressed animals, such as wild-caught
monkeys, animals in breeding facilities, or those
that have undergone transportation or other similarly stressful events, inherit stress-associated epigenetic modifications that alter gene expression and
function, affecting, for example, growth, metabolism,
cancer susceptibility, immune function, and stress
responses.15
It is appreciated, of course, that stress is not limited to animals in laboratories. It is a natural and frequently important facet of life for many species,
which serves a crucial purpose. My point here — supported by many peer-reviewed studies — is that, for
animals in laboratories, stress is frequent, significant, unavoidable, a result of unnatural events that
would not be encountered in the animals’ natural
habitat, and is therefore far from benign. As such, it
has adverse consequences for animal welfare, and
(more to the point of this article) for many facets of
data relevance and reliability, due to effects on a
wide range of physiological systems. Professional
bodies, such as the US National Research Council,
agree. Indeed, they have gone further, opining that
even relatively mild stress in laboratory animals can
affect their responses to toxic chemicals, their performance in behavioural tests, their immune function,
and morbidity and mortality, among other things.16
This is not something that can be overcome
through the use of more animals, and by designing
experiments more carefully and with greater refinements. While acknowledging efforts on this issue
over many years, I argue that, due to fundamental
biology and interspecies biological differences,17,18
attending to and improving husbandry, veterinary
care, regulation, oversight, training and the like, is
not — and never can be — enough to significantly
address and overcome the associated problems. I
would therefore urge scientists who use animals in
invasive laboratory experiments, and bodies that
fund, commission and oversee such research, to
engage with and address these issues more overtly
and vigorously, and to enter debate and discussion
for the benefit of all concerned — human and nonhuman. To promote this crucial discussion, an ATLA
Special Issue on this topic is planned for 2018. It is
hoped that parties from both viewpoints will be
encouraged to join the debate by submitting articles
on this issue, in response to this Editorial.

Dr Jarrod Bailey
Senior Research Scientist
Cruelty Free International
London
UK
E-mail: jarrod.bailey@crueltyfreeinternational.org
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